Weather Center (Basic)

Introduction: Students will practice giving weather forecasts. The students will also practice talking about the temperature and different weather conditions.

Vocabulary

cloudy    windy    snowy    hot
cold      typhoon    umbrella    weather

Dialogue Phrases

1. How is the weather?
2. Is it sunny and windy today?
3. How will the weather be tomorrow?
4. This weekend there will be a typhoon!
5. It will also be windy.

Dialogue

Announcer: Welcome to English Village News. We now go to the weatherman to find out about today’s forecast.

Weatherman: Hello. This morning it will be mostly sunny with some wind. It will be 90 today. In the afternoon, it will be colder and rainy.

Announcer: And tomorrow?

Weatherman: Tomorrow will be hot and sunny. Tomorrow will be 87. It will also be partly cloudy in the afternoon.

Announcer: That sounds good. What about this weekend?

Weatherman: This weekend there will be a typhoon! There will be a lot of rain, so get your umbrella. It will also be windy. It will be 80 on Saturday and 82 on Sunday.

Announcer: That is not good. Thank you for your forecast.

Weatherman: No problem. See you next time.

Announcer: Thank you for joining English Village News. We will be right back for a special report on the English Village.
Weather-B

Worksheet

Try to fill in the blanks with these words.
cold    hot    warm    cool

1. I am __________(your name), the weather reporter.
2. Today the weather is ________.
3. Tomorrow the weather will be __________.
4. Yesterday the weather was __________.
5. ____________________________

Try to fill in the blanks with these words.
sunny    cloudy    rainy    windy    snowy

1. I am __________(your name), the weather reporter.
2. Tomorrow will be a ________ Monday.
3. Tuesday will be ________.
4. Wednesday will be ________, too.
5. Thursday will be a ________ day.

Label each weather picture with the correct word.

__________  _____________  ___________

__________  _____________  ___________

Fill the blanks with your weather predictions.
Hello, I am _________, the English Village News reporter.

Now, you are listening to the weekly weather report.

1. The weather on Sunday is ___________.
2. The weather on Monday is__________.
3. The weather on Tuesday is ___________.
4. The weather on Wednesday is ___________.
5. The weather on Thursday is ___________.
6. The Weather on Friday is ___________.
7. And, the weather on Saturday is ___________.